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stress (accent).
§ 9. All the Indo-Germanic languages have partly pitch
(musical) and partly stress accent, but one or other of the
two systems of accentuation always predominates in each
language, thus in Sanskrit and Old Greek the accent was
predominantly pitch, whereas in the oldest periods of
the Italic dialects, and the Keltic and Germanic languages,
the accent was predominantly stress. This difference in
the system of accentuation is clearly seen in Old Greek
and the old Germanic languages by the preservation of
the vowels of unaccented syllables in the former and the
weakening or loss of them in the latter. In the early
period of the parent Indg. language, the stress accent must
have been more predominant than the pitch accent,
because it is only upon this assumption that we are able to
account for the origin of the vowels f, u, 9 (§ 16, Note i),
the liquid and nasal sonants (§§ 34r-7), and the loss of
vowel often accompanied by a loss of syllable, as in Greek
gen. ira-rp-os beside ace, Tra-rep-a ; ireT-ofxai beside e-irr-ofJiYji';
Gothic gen. pi. auhs-ne beside ace. *aiihsa-ns. It is now
a generally accepted theory that at a later period of the
parent language the system of accentuation became pre-
dominantly pitch, which was preserved in Sanskrit and
Old Greek, but which must have become predominantly
stress again in prim. Germanic some time prior to the
operation of Verner's law (§ 238).
The quality of the accent in the parent language was
partly ' broken' (acute) and partly ' slurred * (circumflex).
This distinction in the quality of the accent was preserved
in prim. Germanic in final syllables containing a long
vowel, as is seen by the difference in the development of
the final lo.ng vowels in historic times according as they
originally had the ' broken * or ' slurred ' accent (§ 217).
In the parent language the chief accent of a word did

